In September 2018, we open the doors of our
new campus, Cortambert, at the heart of Paris’
16th arrondissement, where we can welcome
350 students. The campus is a blend of modern
and historical buildings all situated around a
gated courtyard. Cortambert is ideal in terms of
safety and location for middle school students,
but is designed as a whole-school facility with art,
drama, science, technology and research resources
appropriate for learners of all ages.

Cortambert,
Our Third
Campus
International School of Paris
Educating for complexity

What sets Cortambert apart
from other middle schools?
Open, luminous and flexible learning spaces enhance interactions
between students, teachers and technology:
• Classrooms are equipped with large interactive flat screens, walls and
desks for everyone to write on (rather than one teacher’s white board)
and adjustable furniture to ﬁt different learning styles.
• Just outside classrooms, student-owned spaces are furnished with
couches, lockers and technology charging stations.
• In outdoor learning spaces, students can enjoy many activities such as
table tennis, basketball and chess. Or, they can just relax.
• A school café, designed by students, is another space for meeting and
collaboration as well as for balanced meals and snacks.

Which facilities are available at Cortambert?
• Art and music spaces take centre stage at Cortambert, allowing
students to explore their creativity. A drama room seating 120 guests
means new opportunities to attend student-led productions.
• Three science labs expand the possibilities for delivering the science
curriculum and for student experimentation. The science terrace faces
the Eiffel Tower, offering a stunning backdrop to course work.
• A collaborative learning space on the ground floor allows for study,
research and meetings. Located at the centre of the new buildings, it is
a hub of innovation and the heart of the new campus.
• Two new makerspaces are where students can develop their CAD, 3D
printer, laser cutting, sewing and woodworking projects.
• If in need of a quiet moment students can use the top floor learning
studios or meet there with teachers for individualized support.

What is nearby?
• The Ranelagh (Primary School) and Beethoven (High School) campuses
are both a short ten-minute walk from Cortambert.
• Two metro lines, a suburban train, numerous buses, or bike paths
will allow you to quickly reach any of Paris’s multitude of cultural
attractions, some in under 15 minutes.
• Within walking distance of the Eiffel Tower and less than 30 minutes by
metro from La Défense, Paris’ business districts and attractions are not
far from any of the three campuses.

ASK US ABOUT :
Collaborative process in designing Cortambert.
Importance of research to student learning and professional practice.
Cortambert as the chosen Parisian location for the International Baccalaureate teacher professional
development workshops.

